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1.1 Overview and Objectives
In the last two decades quantum information theory has emerged as a branch
of quantum physics which links concepts of quantum physics to ideas from in-
formation theory. On the one hand it became evident that the language from
classical information theory is appropriate to grasp several important open ques-
tions in quantum mechanics. On the other hand, it was recognised that quan-
tum mechanical systems would allow for processing of classical information that
could not be realised with physical systems belonging to the realm of classical
physics. Most prominently perhaps, factoring of large numbers is a problem
that can be solved in polynomial time on a quantum computer. In computer
science, this problem belongs to the complexity class of NP problems, which
means that there is no known polynomial time algorithm for a classical com-
puter. Frankly, to factor large numbers is simply not possible in any reasonable
time scale with a classical computer. The insight that there exist quantum
algorithms that so massively outperform the best known classical algorithms
resulted in a strong interest in quantum computation. Soon other subjects of
information theory were reviewed from the quantum physics perspective, and
many other applications were found.
Furthermore it was recognised that entanglement plays a major role for those
applications which can not be realised with classical schemes or setups. Today,
entanglement is seen as a resource, which is consumed when using it for quantum
information processing. The dictionary describes entangled as follows:
If something is entangled in something else, such as a rope, wire, or
net, it is caught in it very firmly.
If you are entangled in something, you are involved in difficulties
from which it is hard to escape.
If you are entangled with someone, you are involved in a relationship
with them that causes problems or difficulties.
In quantum physics, entangled states can be understood as states where degrees
of freedom of parts of the system are tightly correlated. In contrast to clas-
sical correlations, entanglement can not be generated by a preparation using
only local operations on parts of the system and thus offers new dimensions
1
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for information theory and leads to manifestly counterintuitive consequences.
Since entanglement is the necessary ingredient for so many applications, one
naturally wants to know how to quantify it. Different entanglement measures
were proposed, and the concepts of distillable entanglement and entanglement
cost were introduced.
Until recently, research in the field of the theory of entanglement and its appli-
cations has almost exclusively dealt with finite dimensional quantum systems
such as two-level systems, in analogy to the classical bits called qubits. The
theoretical concept of two-level systems can be realised in nature by the two
directions of a spin in a magnetic field or by the polarisation degrees of freedom
of light. It was, for example, shown that teleportation of an unknown two-level
state between two parties is possible, if both share a pair of entangled states.
The experimental realisation was done in 1998, Ref. [1].
Discrete systems, like the two-level systems, are associated with finite-dimens-
ional Hilbert spaces. In recent years, continuous variable systems (CVS) came
into the focus of research and fruitful attempts were done to employ the con-
cepts and insights from discrete systems on continuous variable states, living
in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Examples are the quantised electro-
magnetic field, known as a set of harmonic oscillators, the vibrational degree
of freedom of ions in a trap, or mechanical oscillators in the quantum domain.
The simplest nontrivial yet very important class of CVS are the Gaussian states
determined by their first and second moments alone. They show most of the
interesting effects like entanglement and squeezing and are mathematically easy
to handle. Furthermore Gaussian states are experimentally available in optical
settings.
We will investigate the entanglement properties of Gaussian states and formu-
late them on covariance matrices, associated to the states. Furthermore, we
do not only want to quantify the degree of entanglement, but also to estimate
how much a given state is entangled. This question is not easy to answer even
in the case when the state is fully known, but additionally one is interested
in good strategies of how to estimate or give a minimum amount of entangle-
ment of an unknown or partly known state. The young theory of entanglement
witnesses is introduced and provides a powerful tool to answer this question.
As we will present in the sixth chapter, it is indeed possible to use entangle-
ment witnesses in order to estimate the degree of entanglement of an unknown
state with experimentally available measurements. To quantify entanglement
we will throughout this thesis use the logarithmic negativity, being so far the
only computable entanglement measure for general states.
1.2 Outline
This thesis is divided in seven chapters, and an appendix collecting some small
definitions and proofs. The material is organised as follows:
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Basics
In this chapter several concepts of continuous variable quantum mechanics are
reviewed, namely the commutation relations, the concept of phase space and of
canonical (symplectic) transformations. We introduce the moments of a state
and the quantum analogue to the classical characteristic function. Finally, we
define entanglement and state the famous PPT-criterion.
Gaussian States
In the third chapter we introduce the set of Gaussian states starting with some
familiar examples as the coherent states of a harmonic oscillator. We define the
covariance matrix as the major quantity determining most of the important
properties of a Gaussian state. Furthermore two useful normal forms of covari-
ance matrices will be introduced connected to invariant quantities, the sym-
plectic eigenvalues and the Simon invariants, whose properties we will analyse.
Additionally we see that the Gaussian states maximise the entropy.
Gaussian Operations
This chapter mainly focuses on homodyne measurements but also shortly dis-
cusses the allowed operations one could perform on a Gaussian state without
destroying this property. We show that there exists an efficient setup to project
an arbitrary state on a coherent state using homodyne measurements and other
Gaussian operations. As we see in the subsequent chapter, the derived setup is
necessary for our scheme to determine the degree of entanglement.
Measuring Entanglement of Two-Mode States
In this and the subsequent chapter the methods of estimating the degree of
entanglement are introduced. First, we present a scheme of how to measure the
degree of entanglement of an unknown quantum state. We propose a setup to
give the exact logarithmic negativity of a Gaussian two-mode state with only
nine kinds of measurements instead of estimating all entries of the covariance
matrix with homodyne detections.
Entanglement Witnesses
In this chapter we introduce the theory of entanglement witnesses and show
that it is a helpful tool to answer our question for entanglement properties
of states. We notice that the required measurements are easily available in
the laboratory and show that it is possible not only to decide experimentally
whether an unknown given state is entangled or not, but also to give a lower
bound of its logarithmic negativity. To do this we introduce the new quanti-
ties p−separability and minimal entanglement witness, which characterise the
entanglement properties of covariance matrices. Finally, we present a general
strategy to estimate the degree of entanglement of an unknown Gaussian state,
using the concept of entanglement witnesses. As the closing words, we give an
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example and shortly discuss the Duan-criterion as a special case of the general
criterion we stated.
Summary and Outlook
We finally summarise the main results of this thesis and give some possible
issues of further research.
Chapter 2
Basics
In this thesis we will discuss aspects of quantum information theory (QIT)
with continuous variable states - especially Gaussian states. These states can
be described in a different formalism than the one of the familiar discrete qubit
systems. We therefore start off with some basic concepts for continuous variable
states (CVS).
2.1 Commutation Relations
In classical mechanics a system is described completely by its degrees of freedom,
usually the coordinates (xn) and momenta (pn) of all N particles (with n =
1, ..., N in one-dimensional space). These canonical variables fulfil the canonical
relations
{Ri, Rj} = σij (2.1)
where { , } denotes the Poisson bracket defined in Def. A.1, with R ∈ R2N
being the vector of canonical variables R = (x1, p1, ... , xN , pN )
T and σ the











0 1 .. .. 0 0
−1 0 .. .. 0 0
.. .. .. .. .. ..
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0 0 .. .. 0 1




The phase space (R2N , σ) spanned by the canonical coordinates is then a sym-
plectic vector space (see Def. A.2) with a symplectic scalar product
(ξ, η) := σ(ξ, η) = ηTσξ = −σ(η, ξ), for ξ, η ∈ R2N ,
which is preserved under symplectic basis transformations, defined in the next
section. All σ appearing in this thesis denote symplectic matrices of appropri-
ate size.
5
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In quantum mechanics we describe the canonical degrees of freedom by the set
of operators {xˆn, pˆn}n or equivalently by the set of ladder operators {aˆn, aˆ†n}n
with n = 1, . . . , N . The generalised position operators xˆn act in the position
representation on a vector ψ ∈ H as multiplications
xˆn ψ(x) = xn ψ(x)
while the generalised momentum operators pˆn act as derivatives
pˆn ψ(x) = −i ∂ψ(x)
∂xn
.
These are unbounded linear, selfadjoint operators on the Hilbert space H =
L2(RN ,C). When quantising a system the Poisson brackets translate to com-
mutators and the classical canonical relations become the canonical commuta-
tion relations (CCRs):
[Rˆj , Rˆk] = iσjk 1ˆ (2.3)
with Rˆ = (Rˆ1, ... , Rˆ2N )
T = (xˆ1, pˆ1, ... , xˆN , pˆN )
T and σ being the symplectic
matrix. Sometimes we will also use the ladder operators, connected to the



















and the translated CCRs read [aˆj , aˆ
†
k] = δjk 1ˆ, with all other commutators equal
to zero.
2.2 Symplectic Transformations
When changing our coordinate system or doing any transformation on a quan-
tum mechanical state we use canonical transformations, T : Rˆ 7→ Rˆ′, which
leave the basic kinematic relations unchanged, e.g., they leave the CCRs un-
changed: [Rˆ′j , Rˆ
′
k] = i σjk1ˆ. Apart from shifts of the coordinate system’s origin
the simplest canonical transformations are linear homogeneous ones. These are
called symplectic transformations (see Ref. [2, 3, 4]) which form the real sym-
plectic group, being one of the three major semisimple Lie groups besides the
real orthogonal groups and the complex unitary groups.
Definition 2.1 The symplectic group will be denoted by
Sp(2N,R) = {S| real 2N × 2N matrix , SσST = σ}, (2.6)
where the last condition comes from the CCRs, which shall still be fulfilled
when expressing the new coordinates as linear functions of the old ones via
S : Rˆ 7→ Rˆ′ = SRˆ, (2.7)
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with S being a symplectic transformation.
We find the following properties for the matrices S ∈ Sp(2N,R) :
1. dim(Sp(2N,R)) = N(2N + 1),
2. σ ∈ Sp(2N,R), (2.8)
3. S ∈ Sp(2N,R)⇒ −S, S−1, ST ∈ Sp(2N,R),
4. detS = +1.
The first property comes from the restrictions on the entries of S given by
SσST = σ, 2 and 3 are easy to check while the last condition is rather subtle
and will be proved in the appendix (see Def. A.2 and the following discussion).
Note, that all 2 × 2 matrices with determinant one are symplectic matrices,
especially all matrices from SO(2,R).
2.2.1 Subsets of the Symplectic Group
Sometimes it is useful to divide a symplectic transformation in transformations











, the properties of the symplectic S may be translated
to:
ABT , CDT , ATC,BTD symmetric,
ADT −BCT = 1N×N , (2.9)
ATD − CTB = 1N×N .
Obviously, the symplectic transformations do in general not preserve angles
between vectors. We therefore introduce the important compact, maximally
complete subgroup K(N) = Sp(2N,R) ∩ SO(2N) of Sp(2N,R) and find that
K(N) is isomorphic to the unitary group U(N).
That is because every unitary N × N matrix can be expanded U = X + iY
where X and Y are real N ×N matrices with
XTX + Y TY = 1N×N = XXT + Y Y T ,
XTY,XY T symmetric.
The submatrices of any S ∈ K(N) fulfil exactly the above conditions required
for any element of U(N). Hence K(N) is isomorphic to U(N). We write the








with X + iY ∈ U(N); X,Y real
}
. (2.10)
These linear homogeneous transformations will be called passive transforma-
tions because they conserve the energy of the system.
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P |P ∈ Sp(2N,R), P = P T , P ≥ 0} . (2.11)
These transformations will be called active transformations since they change
the energy of the system. Generally these transformations are difficult to im-
plement experimentally, e.g. for states of light strong nonlinear optical media
are required to realise an active squeezing transformation.
Example 2 : The one-mode-squeezer changes the variances of







d > 0 is the squeezing parameter
Remark: We will investigate squeezing in the subsequent chapter.
The only matrix which have both, active and passive transformations, in com-
mon is the identity matrix.
2.2.2 Normal Forms of Symplectic Transformations
We introduce some useful decompositions for symplectic matrices. For a de-
tailed discussion see Ref. [2] and references therein.
Polar Decomposition
From matrix analysis we know that every N ×N matrix A can be decomposed
in two matrices P =
√
AA† and U unitary, where for A nonsingular U = P−1A
is uniquely determined. If A is a symplectic matrix, then P and hence U are
real symplectic as well and P ∈ Π(N) and U ∈ K(N) by definition. Now for
all S ∈ Sp(2N,R) exists a unique P ∈ Π(N) and a unique U ∈ K(N) so that
S can be written as a product of both:
S = P U. (2.12)
The decomposition shows that every symplectic transformation can be realised
by a passive transformation, like beam splitters or phase shifters, and an addi-
tional active squeezing operation.
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Euler Decomposition (Singular Value Decomposition)
Since P is real symmetric we may transform it orthogonally to a basis where
it is diagonal: D = OTPO where D and O are again symplectic. For D then
follows from DσD = σ that either σkl = 0 or λkλl = 1. The diagonal matrix is
thus of the form D = diag(d1,
1
d1
, ..., dN ,
1
dN
) with di > 0 ∀i = 1, ...N .
These diagonal matrices again form a subgroup Π˜(N) of the symplectic ma-
trices which we name squeezing transformations or simply squeezers. We will
introduce squeezed states in Section 3.1 and discuss squeezing as a property of
covariance matrices in Section 3.3.
Π˜(N) = {P˜ |P˜ = diag(d1, 1
d1
, ..., dN ,
1
dN
) with di > 0} ⊂ Π(N) ⊂ Sp(2N,R).
We may now write every S ∈ Sp(2N,R) in the non-unique decomposition
S = U1 P˜ U2 (2.13)
with two passive transformations U1, U2 ∈ K(N) and a squeezing transforma-
tion P˜ ∈ Π˜(N). The discrete non-uniqueness results from the possibility to
arrange the entries of P˜ in different order.
Iwasawa Decomposition
The polar decomposition enables us to decompose any symplectic matrix with
unique factors, but unfortunately one factor is not taken from a subgroup.
The Euler decomposition allows a decomposition in subgroup factors but is not
unique. We now introduce a third decomposition which unites both virtues.
The Iwasawa decomposition states that any S ∈ Sp(2N,R) can uniquely be
expressed as a product of three factors
S = N P˜ U (2.14)



















With the postulates of quantum mechanics every system can be described by
an operator called density matrix or state, usually denoted by ρ. The density
matrices provide a more convenient language for quantum mechanical systems
whose state is not completely known. Additionally every such system can be
completely characterised by the moments of its probability distribution, as we
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know it from classical statistics. In the quantum world this is the Wigner func-
tion, which is in contrast to classical statistics in general not positive. Alterna-
tively one can use the characteristic function χ, being the Fourier transformed
of the Wigner function and allowing to derive the moments of the probability
distribution by taking its derivatives.
Definition 2.2 (Density Matrices)
The set of density matrices (states) on a Hilbert space H fulfilling
ρ = ρ† selfadjoint
ρ ≥ 0 positive
tr[ρ] = 1 normalised
will be denoted by S(H). S(H) is a closed convex subset of the bounded lin-
ear operators B(H) on H. Note, that all states are by definition trace-class
operators.
From now on all ρ appearing in this thesis are elements of S(H). The first mo-
ments of the canonical observables of a state ρ are collected in the displacement
vector ~d and can be calculated via
~dj := tr[ρ Rˆj] = 〈Rˆj〉, j = 1, ..., 2N, (2.15)
while the second moments of ρ are collected in the covariance matrix (CM) γ
with the relation
γij := tr[ρ {Rˆi − 〈Rˆi〉, Rˆj − 〈Rˆj〉}+] (2.16)
= 2 tr[ρ (Rˆi − 〈Rˆi〉)(Rˆj − 〈Rˆj〉)]− iσij , i, j = 1, ..., 2N.
The covariance matrix γ of the state is a real, symmetric, 2N × 2N matrix.
But not every matrix fulfilling these conditions is a proper covariance matrix,
from a simple calculation we see that γ and γ + iσ (and γ − iσ with complex
conjugation) are necessarily positive.
Let γ be the covariance matrix of system of N modes.
∀v ∈ C2N : (v|(γ + iσ)|v) =
∑
i,j








= 2 tr[ρM †M ] ≥ 0, (2.17)
with M =
∑
j vj (Rˆj−〈Rˆj〉). The right hand side is a positive number for all v
since ρ and operators of the form M †M are always positive. Therefore we find
that γ + iσ is positive. Similarly one shows that γ ≥ 0 and γ − iσ ≥ 0.
It turns out that the restriction γ + iσ ≥ 0 is exactly the uncertainty relation
for the canonical operators formulated in a basis independent matrix inequal-
ity (e.g., for all quadratures). Since there are no other requirements than the
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CCRs and the uncertainty relation, all mentioned properties of γ are sufficient
to guarantee that there exists a state ρ ∈ S(H) with covariance matrix of γ .








Assuming 〈xˆpˆ〉 + 〈pˆxˆ〉 = 2〈xˆpˆ〉 − i = 0, the uncertainty relation
on γ reads






Since the trace is positive anyway the only condition to be fulfilled
is a positive determinant
4〈xˆ2〉〈pˆ2〉 − 1 ≥ 0 or 〈xˆ2〉〈pˆ2〉 ≥ 1
4
.
But this is exactly what we know as Heisenberg uncertainty
relation for the canonical coordinates.
Definition 2.3 We define the states of minimal uncertainty to be those states
where half of the eigenvalues of γ+iσ are zero, that is, the uncertainty relations
hit equality in every mode.
Example 4 : The condition for the states of minimal uncertainty
of only one mode can easily be derived :





, with eigenvalues λ1 + λ2 = a+ b and
ab − c2 − 1 = λ1λ2. Then for λ1 = 0 it is λ2 = a + b and thus
det γ = ab− c2 = 1 for all one-mode minimal uncertainty states.
As we will see later (Section 3.1) all states having this property
are pure displaced squeezed vacua.
We will need some basic lemmata of matrix analysis to cope with the covariance
matrices. For an overwhelming variety of such little proofs see Ref. [5] and Ref.
[6]. Most lemmata used in this thesis are proved in the appendix.
Lemma 2.1 For every positive N ×N -matrix A and every M ×N -matrix C:
CAC† is again positive.





m ≥ 0, since A is positive. 2
And finally, how do the moments of a state transform under symplectic trans-
formations S ∈ Sp(2N,R)?
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Lemma 2.2 The covariance matrix γ and the displacement ~d transform under
symplectic transformations S : Rˆ 7→ Rˆ′ = SRˆ according to
~d 7→ S ~d, (2.18)
γ 7→ S γ ST . (2.19)
This is easily seen by the definition of the displacement and the covariance
matrix. The resulting covariance matrix γ′ = S γ ST still fulfills covariance
matrix properties since SγST ≥ 0 for γ ≥ 0 and SγST + iσ = S(γ + iσ)ST ≥ 0
for γ + iσ ≥ 0.
We have done the first steps with covariance matrices which will play an extraor-
dinary role in this thesis. We will see in Section 3.3 how efficiently properties of
Gaussian states can be formulated on the level of covariance matrices. Higher
moments will not appear since Gaussian states are determined by their first
and second moments, so it is possible to calculate all higher moments out of
them.
2.4 Characteristic Function
The canonical operators xˆ and pˆ have their drawbacks; especially the fact that
they are unbounded operators on the Hilbert space having “eigenvectors” not
belonging to it is unpleasant. But there is a possibility to avoid these techni-
calities.
Definition 2.4 We define the system of Weyl operators :
Wˆξ = e
iξTσRˆ (2.20)
for ξ ∈ R2N , σ the symplectic matrix and Rˆ defined in Section 2.1.
All Wˆξ are unitary (bounded) operators on the Hilbert space H fulfilling the
following relations:
Lemma 2.3 (Properties of the Weyl Operators)
















ξTση Wˆξ+η Weyl relations,
tr[Wˆξ Wˆ
†
η ] = (2π)
N δ2N (ξ − η) orthogonality,
where the CCRs of the canonical operators have been translated to the Weyl
relations of the Weyl operators. The orthogonality should be taken with a grain
of salt.
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Proof : All properties are easily calculated except the orthogonality being a bit
tricky. A physicists proof is given in the appendix, Lemma A.1. 2
Example 5 : We construct the Weyl operators for a single mode.
With ξT = (x, p) it follows: Wˆξ = exp[i(xpˆ−pxˆ)]. In the language







the displacement operator Dˆ(α) which is often used in quantum
optics.
Wˆξ(α) = e
α∗aˆ−α aˆ† = Dˆ(−α). (2.21)
The name “displacement operator” comes from the fact that the Weyl operators




















where we have used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, see Lemma A.2
and Ref. [7] for a proof.
The set of Weyl operators is furthermore a basis for the space of bounded linear
operators B(H). Therefore it is possible to expand every linear operator from








For every trace-class operator A ∈ T 1(H) (e.g., ||A||1 = tr[|A|] = tr[
√
A†A] <
∞) we can calculate the weighting function explicitly by using the orthogonality
of the Weyl operators. We also use that for every bounded B ∈ B(H) the














d2Nη fA(−η) (2π)N δ2N (ξ + η)
= fA(ξ).
From now on we will use only weighting functions of density matrices which we
call in analogy to classical probability theory characteristic functions. They
are connected via:
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Definition 2.5 The characteristic function of a state ρ ∈ S(H) will be denoted
by1 χρ and is given by the expectation values of the Weyl operators
χρ(ξ) = tr[ρ Wˆξ].







d2Nξ χρ(−ξ) Wˆξ. (2.22)
To be a proper characteristic function, χρ has to fulfil the necessary conditions:
1. tr[ρ] = 1⇒ χρ(0) = 1
2. ρ = ρ† ⇒ χρ(ξ) = χ∗ρ(−ξ)
3. ρ ≥ 0 ⇒ tr[ρAA†] ≥ 0 for all operators A










l χρ(ξk − χl) e
i
2
ξTk σξl ≥ 0
4. χρ is continuous at ξ = 0
For 3. we have used that the trace of a product of two positive operators is posi-
tive, see Lemma A.3 for a short proof. The third condition is named σ−positive
definiteness and is the main condition χ has to fulfil and surprisingly the above
conditions are sufficient for χ (see Ref. [8] for a proof).




















where Rˆ′ is the transformed vector of the canonical coordinates Rˆ′ = σRˆ.
2.5 Unitary and Symplectic Transformations
















Now the question arises how a symplectic transformation on the basis operators
Rˆ change the state ρ? To answer this question we need an important theorem
stated by J. von Neumann, Ref. [9], based on the work of M.H. Stone, Ref.
[10].
1We will drop the ρ if confusions are impossible.
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Theorem 2.1 (Stone-von Neumann)
Let Wˆ (1) and Wˆ (2) be two Weyl systems over a finite dimensional phase space
(N <∞), which obey the Weyl relations in Lemma 2.3.
If the two Weyl systems are
1. strongly continuous, i.e. ∀ψ ∈ H : limξ→0 ||ψ − Wˆξψ|| = 0,
2. irreducible, i.e. ∀ξ ∈ R2N : [Wˆξ, A] = 0⇒ A ∝ 1
there exists a unitary operator U such that
∀ξ ∈ R2N : Wˆ (1) = U Wˆ (2) U †.
When transforming the basis (passive) with a symplectic matrix S: Rˆ 7→ Rˆ′ =













Our systems of Weyl operators fulfill the necessary conditions for the Stone von
Neumann theorem, so we know that the two Weyl systems are connected with










d2Nξ χ(−ξ) U †(S) Wˆ
Rˆ,ξ
U(S)
= U †(S) ρ
Rˆ
U(S).





in Eq. (2.23) we see that the above transformation
could also be done by transforming the state (active) while leaving the basis
unchanged. In other words to every symplectic matrix S ∈ Sp(2N,R) exists a




= U †(S) ρ
Rˆ
U(S).
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2.6 Bipartite Entanglement
The crucial feature quantum mechanics provides for quantum information the-
ory is entanglement. It is a purely quantum phenomenon with a lot of counter-
intuitive consequences. When measuring different parts of a composite system
(H = HA ⊗ HB) the outcomes of the measurements may be correlated. This
correlation could be generated by a preparation of the state using only opera-
tions on each part of the system (local), classical communication and statistical
mixing (LOCC). States which could be prepared like this will be called classi-
cally correlated or separable. But this is not the whole story. In quantum theory
a stronger kind of correlations can be observed. The so called entangled states
are non-local in the sense that they can not be prepared by LOCC and that
both parts of an entangled pair do not have their own properties but contain
only joint information.
The definition of separability shows the tensor product structure of locally
produced states plus mixing.
Definition 2.6 (Separability)
A state ρ is separable with respect to the split A|B iff it can be written (or
approximated, e.g., in trace norm), with probabilities pi ≥ 0 and
∑
i pi = 1











i ⊗ ρ(B)i (2.24)
that is, the closed convex hull of product states. Otherwise the state is called
entangled. The set of separable density matrices ρ on HA ⊗HB ( with respect
to the split A|B) will be denoted by SA|B(H) and is a closed convex subset of
S(H) defined in Def. 2.2.
We see that this definition gives rise to complications since it is not easy to
find out whether a given state ρ can be written in the form (2.24) or not. A
significant amount of research has been done to find simpler criteria to decide
whether a given state is entangled or not. One of the most famous criteria is
the so called PPT-criterion.
Theorem 2.2 (PPT criterion for bipartite systems)
Let ρ be a state on a Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HB which has a non-positive
partial transpose then the state is entangled with respect to the split A|B.
ρTA 6≥ 0⇒ ρ is entangled
In the cases 1.HA = HB = C2, 2.HA = C2 and HB = C3 and 3. for Gaussian
states split into 1A ×NB modes this criterion is also sufficient.
The necessary direction for entanglement was formulated by A. Peres in 1996
Ref. [11]. The sufficiency was shown by M.+ P.+R. Horodecki (1 and 2) in
1996 Ref. [12] and R.F. Werner and M.M. Wolf (3) in 2000 Ref. [13]. The
name PPT criterion is an abbreviation of positive partial transpose.
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The partial (say A) transpose of a state is the state transposed only on one of its
subsystems (only A). In formulae: ρα,n;β,m = (ρ
TA)β,n;α,m where α, β and n,m
belong to the parties A and B respectively. Note, that ρTA is still selfadjoint
and has trace one. The partial transpose of a state is only a mathematical tool
and cannot perfectly be performed by a physical transformation. Sometimes
the partial transpose of a system’s state is understood as a time reversal in the
transposed part only. Phase conjugation in laser beams actually realise such
a time reversal but it can not be done perfectly since there always comes a
small amount of noise with it (see Example 7 in the fourth chapter for a little
discussion).
Almost every application in QIT uses non-classical correlations, e.g., telepor-
tation [14, 15, 16], quantum cryptography [17, 18, 19] and dense coding [20].
Because all these funny things strongly depend on the entanglement of the used
states it is often understood as a resource. Naturally one wants to know how
much of that resource one has. Due to its importance a great deal of effort has
been invested in the last decade, to find a sensible measure quantifying entan-
glement. Several entanglement measures have been proposed, for example the
entanglement of formation in Ref. [21, 22] and the distillable entanglement in
Ref. [23] and further discussions in Ref. [24, 25]. We introduce two quantities
strongly related to entanglement measures, which we will need later on. The
von Neumann entropy is the the quantum analogue of the Shannon entropy
Ref. [26] and gives the degree of mixedness or impurity of a state.
Definition 2.7 (von Neumann entropy)
The von Neumann entropy of a mixed state ρ ∈ S(H) is defined as




where the pi are the eigenvalues of the state ρ.
The only so far computable entanglement measure is the logarithmic negativ-
ity, Ref. [27, 28, 29, 30]. With ||A||1 := tr[
√
A†A] we define the logarithmic
negativity
Definition 2.8 The logarithmic negativity of a bipartite state ρ ∈ is given by
EN (ρ) := ln ||ρTA ||1.
with respect to the split A|B.
If ρTA has negative eigenvalues λi(ρ




the sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues must be greater than one:
||ρTA ||1 =
∑
i |λi(ρTA)| > 1. Hence the logarithmic negativity of ρ is greater
than 0. If ρ has a positive partial transpose ρTA ≥ 0, the logarithmic negativity
vanishes since tr[
√
ρTAρTA ] = tr[ρTA ] = 1. For all separable states this is true.
But there may also exist entangled states with PPT unless the PPT-criterion
is also sufficient. In this thesis we will mainly discuss the case where the PPT-
criterion is also sufficient, namely for Gaussian states of 1A×NB modes. Note,
that for all elements of S(H) the logarithmic negativity is positive definite.
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Chapter 3
Gaussian States
In quantum information theory more and more attention is paid to continuous
variable states. Gaussian states are a nice target to exploit since they are
available not only theoretically but can be observed and prepared in the lab.
For example, any laser produces Gaussian states and most optical setup laser
light can go through preserves this property. From the mathematical point
of view they are the simplest case of nontrivial CVS showing squeezing and
entanglement. To learn how one can use continuous variable states for QIT
purposes Gaussian states play the key role and will be characterised in this
chapter.
Definition 3.1 A Gaussian N−mode state ρ is a state, whose characteristic
function defined in Def. 2.5 can be written as:
χρ(ξ) = exp[−1
4
ξTΓξ + i ~DT ξ], ξ ∈ R2N , (3.1)
where Γ is the covariance matrix of the state and ~D the displacement vector.
No other parameters appear since in analogy to classical probability distribu-
tions the quantum Gaussian states are determined by their first and second
moments alone. When describing Gaussian states, we will often use only their
covariance matrices since they reflect all important properties Gaussian states
can have. We will investigate those properties in the subsequent sections after
introducing some examples of Gaussian states.
Unfortunately in the literature both, the matrix γ defined in Eq. (2.16) and
the matrix Γ appearing in the characteristic function above, are called co-
variance matrix. Usually it is clear which one is meant and therefore we will
not distinguish them explicitly. As a general rule in mathematical formulae we
will use small greek letters in the first case and capital letters in the second.
The same holds for the displacements ~d and ~D. The two displacement vectors
and the two matrices can be transformed into each other using the symplectic
matrix defined in Eq. (2.2) with the following transformation law:
~D = σ ~d and Γ = σ γ σT . (3.2)
As one can easily check the Γ-matrix again fulfills covariance matrix properties.
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3.1 Coherent, Squeezed and Thermal States
We introduce three important classes of pure one mode Gaussian states, namely
the coherent, the squeezed and the thermal states of an electromagnetic field
mode. General reference for this section is Ref. [7] by S.M. Barnett and P.M.
Radmore.
Coherent States
The coherent states are defined as the eigenvectors of the non hermitian anni-
hilation operator aˆ : aˆ|α〉 = α|α〉, with α being a complex eigenvalue, and one
easily finds that those state vectors are superpositions of number state vectors
of the form








They can be generated from the vacuum with the unitary operators Dˆ(α) in-









They are an overcomplete nonorthogonal set of state vectors spanning the entire






and the scalar product between two coherent states
〈α|β〉 = e− |α|
2+|β|2−2α∗β
2 .
With α = η1+iη2√
2
and the identification Eq. (2.21) we calculate the characteristic
function of the coherent states:
χα(ξ) = tr[|α〉〈α|Wˆξ ] = tr[Dˆ(α)|0〉〈0|Dˆ(−α)Wˆξ ]























where we used the cyclicity of the trace, the Weyl relations from Lemma 2.3





The coherent states are thus of Gaussian type and furthermore all of them
have the same covariance matrix: Γα = 1, while the displacements depend on
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. Similarly, we have γα = σΓασ
T = 1






. The uncertainty relation is exactly fulfilled
with ∆2xˆ · ∆2pˆ = 14 and is equally stretched in all directions in phase space.





2ℜ(α),√2ℑ(α)). For α = 0 the coherent state vector |0〉 is just the


































Figure 3.1: States in phase space
The picture shows the vacuum state (blue), a coherent state (yellow) and a
displaced squeezed vacuum (red). They all span the same area meaning that
the product ∆2x ·∆2p is the same for all states, namely it is 14 , the lower bound
of the uncertainty relation. Hence all these states are minimal uncertainty
states.
Squeezed States
Similarly one can produce states with non-energy conserving squeezing opera-
tors Sˆ(ζ), though experimentally it is difficult to realise such a transformation

















exp[−iφ] tanh r aˆ2 .
Sˆ is unitary since it is Sˆ(ζ) = Sˆ†(−ζ) with ζ = reiφ. The squeezed vacuum is












exp[iφ] tanh r)n |2n〉.
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= 〈0|Sˆ(−ζ)Sˆ(ζ)Dˆ(−α′)|0〉 = e− |α|
2
2
with α′ determined by commutator of Dˆ(−α) with Sˆ(ζ) and given by
α′ =
ξ1[cosh r + cosφ sinh r] + ξ2 sinφ sinh r√
2
+ i






ξ21(cosh 2r+sinh2r cosφ) e−
1
4
ξ22(cosh 2r−sinh 2r cosφ)
× e− 12 ξ1ξ2 sinh 2r sinφ,
and hence all squeezed vacua are of Gaussian type. They have vanishing dis-
placements and covariance matrices
Γζ =
(
cosh 2r + sinh 2r cosφ sinh 2r sinφ
sinh 2r sinφ cosh 2r − sinh 2r cosφ
)
.
From the CM one can read off that the variance of the state in one direction of
the phase space is different than in the other; that is why the states are called
squeezed. But the uncertainty relation is still fulfilled as a short check shows.
∆2xˆ ·∆2pˆ = 1
4




(cosh2 2r − sinh2 2r cosφ) = 1
4
+





where equality (minimal uncertainty) is reached for r = 0 or φ = 0. In the first
case there is no squeezing at all, Sˆ(0) = 1, and we again have the vacuum. In
the second case Γζ has the form
Γζ=r =
(
cosh 2r + sinh 2r 0








where we recognise that Γζ=r could be prepared from the vacuum with the
symplectic squeezing transformation introduced in Example 2 of the second
chapter with the squeezing parameter d = er. All squeezed states can be
prepared from the vacuum by a squeezing operation (squeezed vacuum) and an
additional displacement in phase space.
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Thermal States
The statistical concept of equilibrium states or Gibbs states is naturally taken
to the quantum world. We define the thermal state of a system described by a
Hamiltonian Hˆ as the exponential of the Hamiltonian together with the factor
β = 1
kBT
, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of
the system. For a one mode harmonic oscillator the well known Hamiltonian is
given by Hˆ = ω(nˆ+ 12), with nˆ = aˆ
†aˆ being the number operator of the mode




































The characteristic function then is:

















The elements of the Weyl operators in the number basis with α = ξ1+iξ2√
2
are








































n (|α|2) m ≥ n,
where Lkn(x) are the Laguerre polynomials; so we get for n = m :
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With sum formula (8.975.1) in Ref. [31] we finally get







































1 = γt, (3.4)
that is, a diagonal 2×2 matrix with identical entries. We will meet the thermal
states again when discussing normal forms of CMs in the next chapter. In the
limit β = 1
kBT








that is, the thermal state becomes the vacuum in the limit of zero temperature.
3.2 Normal Forms of Covariance Matrices
Covariance matrices are real symmetric matrices, hence it is always possible to
diagonalise a CM with orthogonal matrices to the standard normal form which
is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the CM. But other, symplectic,
normal forms exist which are more convenient for covariance matrices because
the resulting quantities are invariant under subgroups of the symplectic trans-
formations. We introduce two very important normal forms which are used
extensively in the following chapters.
3.2.1 Williamson Normal Form
Surprisingly it is possible to diagonalise real positive symmetric and even-
dimensional matrices with symplectic matrices. The resulting diagonal matrix
is called Williamson normal form and the proof of existence and uniqueness
was given by J.Williamson in 1936, see Ref. [32].
Theorem 3.1 (Williamson normal form)
For every real strictly positive symmetric 2N × 2N matrix A there exists a
matrix S ∈ Sp(2N,R), so that
AWNF = SAST =


a1 0 0 0
0 a1 0 0
. . .
0 0 aN 0
0 0 0 aN

 (3.5)
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with the symplectic eigenvalues ai > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N . The symplectic
matrix S and the diagonal entries ai are unique up to permutations of the
diagonal entries in AWNF .
Remark: If A had a vanishing eigenvalue it would not be possible to bring
it to the above form. Instead, Williamson-diagonalise the regular, positive
principal submatrices of the matrix A. Now transform the singular subma-







O ∈ SO(2,R) ⊂ Sp(2,R). The symplectic eigenvalue of A0 is counted as zero.





i and that the symplectic eigenvalues of a matrix are
invariant under symplectic transformations.
Especially covariance matrices can be Williamson-diagonalised and as we will
see in the following discussion of the Williamson normal form the transformed
covariance matrix ΓWNF =
⊕N
i=1 si12×2 describes the state of N uncoupled
harmonic oscillators in a heat bath with temperatures Ti = Ti(si).
Symplectic Eigenvalues
In general it is difficult to find the symplectic transformation which brings a
given matrix to Williamson normal form, but the eigenvalues are easily calcu-
lated with the following lemma
Lemma 3.1 The symplectic eigenvalues of a real symmetric positive 2N × 2N
matrix A are the positive eigenvalues of the matrix iσA.
Proof : With A = S−1AWNFS−T
spec(iσA) = spec(iσS−1AWNFS−T ) = spec(iSTσAWNFS−T )











were we used the properties of symplectic matrices and the cyclicity of the
spectrum, see Lemma A.4. The eigenvalues λi of iσA
WNF are calculated via
0
!















we find the spectrum of iσA to be spec(iσA) = {ai,−ai}Ni=1 completing the
proof of the lemma. 2
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. The eigenvalues are λ1,2 = ±
√
2, so
the symplectic eigenvalue of Γ is Γ1 =
√
2. Even faster is




Question: Given a covariance matrix in Williamson normal form and displace-
ment ~D, what is the corresponding Gaussian state ρ ?
We first see how block diagonal covariance matrices Γ =
⊕N
i=1 Γi are related to
product states.
Lemma 3.2 (Block diagonal CMs)
A Gaussian state ρ with a covariance matrix in block diagonal form is a product
state, and conversely if ρ is a state of product form then its covariance matrix
is of block diagonal form.
Proof : We use the decomposition of ρ in the Weyl system according to Eq.
(2.22) and insert the characteristic function with the given block diagonal ma-
trix Γ =
⊕N
i=1 Γi and displacement
~D. For ξ ∈ R2N and ξi ∈ R2, ∀i = 1, ...N ,













































where the ρi are one-mode Gaussian states with covariance matrices Γi and
displacements ~Di. 2
We learned in Section 3.1 that the one-mode thermal states of the harmonic




1 and vanishing displacement.
Since there is a one to one correspondence between the pairs Γ and ~D and
the Gaussian states ρ, the displaced thermal states are the only ones having
such a diagonal matrix. The Gaussian state belonging to a CM in Williamson
normal form Γ =
⊕N
i=1 si1 with symplectic eigenvalues si and displacement
~D
is a product state of displaced thermal states with independent heat baths of












The symplectic eigenvalues of the CM are then connected to the temperature





3.2.2 Simon Normal Form
We introduce a normal form, as proposed in Ref. [33], acting only locally on
the first and second mode respectively and therefore preserve the entanglement
properties of a given state ρ.
Theorem 3.2 (Simon normal form)
For every two-mode covariance matrix Γ there exist matrices S1 ∈ Sp(2,R) and
S2 ∈ Sp(2,R) so that:
ΓSNF = (S1 ⊕ S2) Γ (ST1 ⊕ ST2 ) =


a 0 c 0
0 a 0 d
c 0 b 0
0 d 0 b

 .
This normal form is unique up to the little subtlety that only the relative sign
of c and d is determined.
The transformations S = S1 ⊕ S2 are local transformations acting only on
the first and second mode respectively, in particular they do not change the
entanglement properties of the covariance matrix they are acting on.
Simon Invariants
The determinants of the submatrices of Γ and Γ itself are preserved by the
diagonalising symplectic transformation and appear as the Simon invariants












det Γ = a2b2 + c2d2 − ab(c2 + d2) cd = detC.
(3.6)
We hence reduce our ten parameter covariance matrix to four real numbers still
reflecting the entanglement properties of the original CM.
3.3 Properties of Characteristic Numbers
All derived properties of the covariance matrix γ translate identically to the
matrix Γ = σ γ σT . Namely Γ is a real, symmetric, positive matrix fulfilling the
uncertainty relation and has the same determinant, eigenvalues and symplectic
eigenvalues as γ.
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Simon Invariants and Symplectic Eigenvalues
In the last section we saw that there exist normal forms respecting the symplec-
tic character of the canonical transformations on covariance matrices. These
forms were related to invariant quantities whose properties we will discuss in
this section. We will also see that properties of the states like squeezing and en-
tanglement are strongly connected to these numbers. We denote the eigenvalues
of a given N−mode CM Γ by λi, for i = 1, ..., 2N , the symplectic eigenvalues
by Γj , for j = 1, ..., N and the Simon invariants (only for two-mode systems)
by a, b, c, d.
Assume we have a covariance matrix Γ in Simon normal form and we want to
know the eigenvalues and the symplectic eigenvalues of ΓSNF . We find that the














(a− b)2 + 4d2.
(3.7)
Remark: These numbers in general are not the eigenvalues of Γ since in gen-
eral the symplectic transformations S1 and S2 are active transformations (see
Section 2.2).
Furthermore, the symplectic eigenvalues of a two mode system with covariance





a2 + b2 + 2cd±
√
(a2 + b2 + 2cd)2 − 4 det γ. (3.8)
and are the same as the ones of Γ itself.
Positivity From the positivity of Γ it follows that
λi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , 2N,
Γi ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , N, (3.9)
a, b ≥ 1 and c2 ≤ ab, d2 ≤ ab.
Uncertainty Relation The Heisenberg uncertainty principle formulated in
Section 2.3 is also true for the capital matrices Γ (see Eq. (3.2) and Lemma 2.1).
Since the matrix Γ+ iσ is positive it can be brought to Williamson normal form
by symplectic transformations S without changing the symplectic eigenvalues.
We have:








To get a positive matrix all eigenvalues µi, i = 1, ..., 2N , of the above matrix
have to be positive. The equations determining these eigenvalues are
N∏
j=1
[(Γj − µi)2 − 1] = 0, for i = 1, ..., 2N,
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and hence
Γj ± 1 = µi ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, ..., N, ∀j = 1, ..., 2N
Thus the restrictions on the symplectic eigenvalues of Γ are
Γj ≥ 1, for all j = 1, . . . , N. (3.11)
Note, that the determinant of Γ is therefore always greater than or equal to
one. For the Simon invariants we find the following, only necessary, criterion
det Γ ≥ detA+ detB + 2detC + 1, (3.12)
where A,B,C are the submatrices of Γ connected to the Simon invariants via
Eq. (3.6)
Pure States
Definition 3.2 A state ρ is called pure iff it can be written as a projector
ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| whereas a mixed state is a convex combinations ρ =∑i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|
of the states |ψi〉〈ψi| with probabilities pi (pi ≥ 0,
∑
i pi = 1) and at least two
i so that pi > 0.
It is well known that a state ρ is pure iff tr[ρ2] = 1, but how can one express
purity in covariance matrix language?
Lemma 3.3 A Gaussian state ρ with CM Γ is pure if and only if
det Γ = 1 ⇐⇒ ∀i : Γi = 1 ⇐⇒ (iσΓ)2 = 1,
where the Γi are the symplectic eigenvalues of Γ. In the two-mode case the
conditions on the Simon invariants are
a = b = cosh r and c = −d = sinh r,
where r is a squeezing parameter of the CM.
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Hence ρ is pure iff det Γ = 1. It follows directly that the symplectic eigenvalues
Γi, all necessarily greater than or equal to one, just take their lower bound.
Furthermore half of the eigenvalues of iσΓ are one while the others are minus
one. Hence (iσΓ)2 has all eigenvalues equal to one and is the identity matrix.
For the Simon invariants we easily get the above relations by inserting the Γi
in Eq. (3.8). 2
Squeezed States If a (general) CV state has a smaller covariance in one
direction of the phase space than in another it is said to be squeezed. For a
basis independent formulation one has to consider all those symplectic trans-
formations which do not change the degree of squeezing. We encountered those
transformations when discussing normal forms of symplectic matrices in Eq.
(2.10), where we learned that they are in the intersection of the symplectic and
the special orthogonal group.
Definition 3.3 An N−mode state ρ with covariance matrix Γ is squeezed if
and only if
∃S ∈ K(N), ∃k : (S ΓST )kk < 1.
Here K(N) = Sp(2N,R) ∩ SO(2N,R) are the passive symplectic transforma-
tions.
We picked only those states which have a smaller covariance in at least one
phase space direction than the vacuum state. Unfortunately, the criterion is
not practicable, but it can be formulated in terms of the eigenvalues of the CM
as the following lemma shows:
Lemma 3.4 An N−mode state ρ is squeezed if and only if the smallest eigen-
value λmin of the state’s covariance matrix is smaller than one.
Proof : First we show that the diagonal entries of a symmetric matrix A ∈
Mat(N × N,R) are always bigger or equal than the smallest eigenvalue amin
of the matrix. Let {ak}Nk=1 be the orthonormal system of eigenvectors of
A and {ej}Nj=1 an arbitrary orthonormal basis in RN , then the diagonal en-
tries of A in that basis are Aii = 〈ei|A|ei〉 =
∑N
k,l=1 〈ei|ak〉〈ak|A|al〉〈al|ei〉 =∑N
l=1 al|〈al|ei〉|2 ≥ amin
∑N
l=1 |〈al|ei〉|2 = amin, as stated. The passive trans-
formations in K(N) do not change the eigenvalues of the CM and since
all diagonal entries are bigger or equal to the smallest eigenvalue we have
∀S ∈ K(N), ∀k : (S γ ST )kk ≥ λmin with equality when S diagonalises Γ
to its orthogonal normal form and the k−th entry is λmin. Hence the state can
only be squeezed if and only if the smallest eigenvalue of the CM is smaller
than one. 2
Entangled States In Section 2.6 we defined what entanglement is and how
one can decide whether a given state ρ is entangled or not. We introduced
the partial transpose of a bipartite system and stated the PPT criterion for
states ρ ∈ S(H). For Gaussian states it is possible to formulate this criterion
on covariance matrix level. We first see what effect the partial transposition of
a state has on the states covariance matrix.
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Lemma 3.5 The partially transposed covariance matrix (on part A) of a bi-
partite state ρ of N = NA +NB modes with covariance matrix Γ is defined by
the state ρTA with the covariance matrix ΓTA , which is given by











Proof : Partial transposition is a basis dependent non-unitary operation and
since it is not a completely positive map, it can not be realised perfectly by
physical means. Mathematically the transformation can be done, since the
spectrum of the partial transpose is not basis dependent, but we have to choose
a basis for the calculation. We denote the (multimode) number basis vectors
by |nA〉 and |nB〉 for HA and HB respectively and calculate the characteristic
function of the passively transformed state ρ 7→ ρTA :
















To determine the passive transformation on the basis operators Rˆ, bringing ρ
to ρTA , the above expressions shall be equal. We assume that on system B
no changes take place, RˆB = Rˆ
′





M fulfilling Rˆ′A =MA RˆA
has to be determined. For every single mode i ∈ A we have by the definition of
the Weyl operators:
〈mi|WˆRˆi,ξi |ni〉 = 〈ni|WˆMRˆi,ξi |mi〉 = 〈ni|e
iξTi σMRˆi |mi〉. (3.14)
The 2 × 2-matrix M is not a symplectic matrix because if it was one, partial
transposition could in principle be realised perfectly. Additionally from sym-
metry considerations M has to be selfinverse so that the determinant of M
has to be minus one. Therefore it fulfills MσMT = −σ and expression (3.14)
becomes:
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Eq. (3.4) we get :










































Lni−mimi (|βi|2) ni ≥ mi,








=MT . On the canonical
operators, the displacement and the covariance matrices, this transformation
acts according to Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.18) (even if the transformation is not
symplectic but linear homogeneous):
Rˆ 7→ Rˆ′ = (MA ⊕ 1B) Rˆ,
γ 7→ γTA = (MA ⊕ 1B) γ (MA ⊕ 1B), (3.15)
Γ 7→ ΓTA = (−MA ⊕ 1B) Γ (−MA ⊕ 1B),
since σMA = −MAσ. 2
Note, that partial transposition leads to a reversal of all momenta in the system
A while the positions stay unchanged and the system B is untouched. We finally
got a recipe of calculating the partially transposed covariance matrix.
Attention: There is a little inconsistency with the definiton of the partially
transposed covariance matrix since one does not transpose one part of the ma-
trix, as one does when calculating the partial transpose of a state. Instead, it
is the covariance matrix associated to the partial transpose of the state and is
calculated by appling a non-symplectic transformation T = −MA ⊕ 1B .
We easily see that ΓTA is still a real, symmetric, positive matrix but if the partial
transpose of ρ fails to be positive its covariance matrix ΓTA by Eq. (2.17) does
not fulfil the uncertainty relation anymore and vice versa. Finally the PPT
criterion on covariance matrices is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (PPT criterion for bipartite Gaussian systems)
Let ρ be a state on a Hilbert space H = HA ⊗ HB with a partially transposed
covariance matrix ΓTA not fulfilling the uncertainty relation, then the state is
entangled with respect to the split A|B.
ΓTA + iσ 6≥ 0⇒ ρ is entangled.
In case ρ is a Gaussian 1A×NB-mode state this criterion is also sufficient [13].
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As we saw in Eq. (3.10) the uncertainty relation for a matrix is equivalent
to restricting the symplectic eigenvalues of the matrix on values greater than
or equal to one. We summarise that any state with covariance matrix Γ is
entangled if its partially transposed matrix ΓTA has an eigenvalue smaller than
one.
ΓTA + iσ 6≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ∃j : ΓTAj < 1, (3.16)
with ΓTAj the symplectic eigenvalues of Γ
TA . It follows immediately that at least
one of the (usual) eigenvalues of ΓTA is smaller than one and since spec(ΓTA) =
spec(Γ) every entangled state is necessarily squeezed.
Lemma 3.6 The logarithmic negativity, defined in Def. 2.8, of a Gaussian
state ρ and CM Γ can be calculated with the help of its partially transposed
covariance matrix ΓTA having the symplectic eigenvalues ΓTAi :







=: EN (Γ) =: EN (γ). (3.17)
Proof : As we saw in Section 3.2, every Gaussian state can be brought to a prod-
uct of thermal states with different temperatures by applying an appropriate








where the probabilities are given by pni = 2 sinh
βiω
2 e
−βiω(ni+ 12 ) which are con-













. The construction also applies for the
partial transpose of a state but since ρTA is not necessarily positive the prefac-
tors in pTAni are not probabilities anymore, since they can be negative although








still holds, but it is not possible to assign a sensible temperature to the state
ρTA . We calculate the logarithmic negativity of a Gaussian state ρ:










where we used that the diagonalising unitary transformation on ρTA leaves the
trace norm invariant.
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Applying the definition of the trace norm gives:


































































The same logarithmic negativity results when using γTA , having the same sym-
plectic eigenvalues as ΓTA . 2
3.4 States of Maximal Entropy
Definition 3.4 The logarithm of a state ρ ∈ S(H) is defined via its diago-
nalised normal form diag (p1, p2, ...) = U
† ρU according to
ln(ρ) := U diag(ln p1, ln p2 . . .)U
†
where p1, p2, ... are the positive eigenvalues of ρ and ln pi the logarithms of the
eigenvalues.
Lemma 3.7 The logarithm of a tensor product of two states ρA and ρB is given
by
ln(ρA ⊗ ρB) = ln(ρA)⊗ 1ˆB + 1ˆA ⊗ ln(ρB)
Proof : The tensor product of two states can be diagonalised locally with
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where pAi and p
B
j , are the of eigenvalues of ρA and ρB respectively. The loga-
rithm of the tensor product is by Def. 3.4 given by
ln(ρA ⊗ ρB) = (UA ⊗ UB)


ln pA1 + ln p
B
1




ln pA2 + ln p
B
1






(U †A ⊗ U †B)







 (U †A ⊗ U †B)











(U †A ⊗ U †B)
= UA diag(ln p
A





+1ˆA ⊗ UB diag(ln pB1 , ln pBMB , ...)U †B
= ln(ρA)⊗ 1ˆB + 1ˆA ⊗ ln(ρB)
as stated in the lemma. 2
Theorem 3.4 (States of Maximal Entropy)
Of all states with fixed first and second moments, the Gaussian state maximise
the von-Neumann entropy.
Proof : The definition of the von Neumann entropy was given in Def. 2.7. We
again transform the Gaussian state ρ to a product of thermal states










2 . The logarithm of ρ



















where all addends shall be understood as identity operators on all N −1 modes
except the i-th mode where the above operators are inserted. For the Gaussian
state ρ and an arbitrary state δ with the same first and second moments ~D and
Γ we calculate the difference of their entropies
S(ρ)− S(δ) = S(δ||ρ) + tr[(δ − ρ) ln ρ]
≥ 0 + tr[U (δ − ρ)U † ln ρ′]
= tr[(δ′ − ρ′) ln ρ′].
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Here δ′ and ρ′ are the transformed states with vanishing displacement and
covariance matrix ΓWNF and S(ρ′||ρ) the relative entropy of ρ and ρ′ which is
a positive quantity, see proof in Ref. [34]. Finally tr[(δ′−ρ′) ln ρ′] = 0 since from
the above discussion we see that ln ρ′ is a polynomial of second degree in the
canonical operators xˆi and pˆi (i = 1, . . . , N), and hence picks out only the first
and second moments of the difference, and because δ′ and ρ′ have identical first




4.1 General Gaussian Operations
Quantum operations preserving the Gaussian character of all Gaussian states
are naturally called Gaussian operations, see Ref. [35, 36, 37] and Ref. [38, 39,
40] for Gaussian channels. As we want to stay in the set of Gaussian states we
have to take care that the operations we apply do not drive us out of that set.
In the following we will briefly discuss the classes of Gaussian operations.
Gaussian Unitary Operations The unitary evolutions Uˆ = eiHˆt with the
Hamiltonian Hˆ which preserve the Gaussian character of all Gaussian states
are those where Hˆ is a polynomial of second degree in the canonical operators
xˆi and pˆi for i = 1, . . . , N . One understands that by recalling that a Gaussian
state ρ can be brought to an exponential form were the exponent is a polyno-
mial of second degree in the basis operators (see the proof of Theorem 3.4).
Only a Hamiltonian which is again such a polynomial can transform all Gaus-
sian states to Gaussian states. We immediately see that these Hamiltonians
can only generate translations in phase space and symplectic transformations
S ∈ Sp(2N,R). The most relevant operations which we can implement experi-
mentally are of Gaussian type. An example of a non-Gaussian unitary operation
is the realisation of the Kerr effect whose Hamiltonian is proportional to third
powers of the ladder operators.
Gaussian Dilation /Channels Consider an N−mode Gaussian system cou-
pled to the environment it is living in. In covariance matrix language the CMs
of the system and the environment sum to the covariance matrix of the whole,
according to
γw = γs ⊕ γe.
When applying a transformation on the system we have to take into account
that the system and the environment always interact with each other and the
environment may evolve during this process. We assume that this interaction
37
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is of symplectic type. Hence the CM of the whole gets transformed by






with Ss (Se) the part of the transformation belonging to the system (environ-
ment) only and the Si describing the interaction between the system and the
environment. Note, that the submatrices of S are not necessarily symplectic.
Since we only observe the system the behaviour of the environment is neglected.
In mathematical formulae we take the average over all possible configurations
of the environment, that is on states, we trace out the environment.
ρ′s = tre[Uˆ(S) ρw Uˆ
†(S)].
with Uˆ(S) being the unitary transformation associated to the symplectic trans-
formation S. The corresponding mathematical operation for the covariance
matrices of the states is to take the principal submatrix of the covariance ma-
trix of the whole, belonging only to the system. This reduction is denoted by
brackets with an index [ ]s.
γ′s = [S γw S
T ]s.

















= Ss γs S
T
s + Si,1 γe S
T
i,1.
With the coupling we do not get only the desired transformation Ss γs S
T
s but
also an additional part depending on the state the environment is in and the
interaction between system and environment. Formally the symplectic trans-
formation can be done on the composite of the system and the environment. In
reality that happens automatically and with our ignorance of the environments
degrees of freedom we only can see the effects on the system, mathematically
formulated by taking the reduction on the system while neglecting the envi-
ronment. We recognise that the interaction between system and environment
introduces some noise in the system denoted by G = Si,1 γe S
T
i,1. Thus, the
coupling leads to a decoherence process in the system.
But can we not prepare everything so that the noise vanishes? We have to make
sure that S is a symplectic matrix and that the resulting γs has still covariance
matrix properties. So first of all G has to be symmetric what it absolutely is.
Secondly we have Ss σs Ss+Si,1 σe S
T
i,1 = σs and thirdly the uncertainty relation
has to be fulfilled by γe:
γe + iσe ≥ 0 ⇒ Si,1 γe STi,1 + i Si,1 σe STi,1 ≥ 0
⇒ G = Si,1 γe STi,1 ≥ −i Si,1 σe STi,1
⇒ G+ i σs − i Ss σs STs ≥ 0.
We see that the noise G has to fulfil a kind of uncertainty relation as well,
depending on the transformation Ss we want to implement on the system.
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Especially the case G = 0 is allowed only in case Ss was itself a symplectic
transformation. We conclude that all experimentally available operations, not
only those of symplectic type for the system, can be done but there is always a
quantum lower bound for the precision of the transformation which can not be
beaten.
Example 7 : We determine the minimum noise for a time rever-
sal, e.g., phase conjugation of laser light. The transformation on
the covariance matrix of the system is done with MA, the matrix
for partial transposition or time reversal introduced in Lemma 3.5











Thus the noise G has to fulfil the uncertainty relation











As we learned in Section 3.3 such an uncertainty relation requires
symplectic eigenvalues of G greater or equal to two. A perfect
phase conjugation is thus not possible, the precision can be
arbitrary small when using, e.g., strong laser pulses, but we can
not reduce the noise completely since we have to fulfil a minimal
quantum limit.
Adding of Classical Noise Adding classical noise to a Gaussian state ρ
is described by a convex combination of random displacements of the state ρ,
distributed with a normalised Gaussian distribution
λ(ξ) = N e−ξT 1∆ ξ
with a positive real symmetric ∆. The resulting ρ′ can then be written as the
integral
ρ 7→ ρ′ =
∫
d2N ξ λ(ξ) Wˆ †ξ ρ Wˆξ,
and the covariance matrix Γρ of ρ then changes according to
Γρ 7→ Γρ′ = Γρ +∆
This process is always allowed since adding a positive matrix ∆ to a covariance
matrix Γ gives a proper covariance matrix Γ′. For proofs of these statements,
please see the proof of Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2.
Measurements The measurements on parts of multi-mode Gaussian states
resulting again in a Gaussian state are exactly those, which can be described as
projections on other Gaussian states. We will exploit this a bit when calculating
the Schur complement in the next section. In the following we will discuss
homodyne measurements.
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4.2 Homodyne Measurements
One of the experimentally well realisable measurements is the homodyne de-
tection, where one mode of the measured N−mode state ρ is coupled to a local
oscillator mode and measured together. The local oscillator is usually prepared
in a coherent state with state vector |αp〉 and the annihilation operator belong-
ing to the local oscillator will be denoted by aˆp (with index p for pump mode).
BS
one mode of 
loal osillator number measurement
lassial information
about the outome of
the measurement
Figure 4.1: Homodyne measurement box
With a homodyne measurement setup we are able to measure the expectation





We present a small calculation without taking imperfect detectors into account.
Behind the beam splitter we find the annihilation and creation operators of the
modes bˆ and bˆp which are composed of the incoming modes aˆ belonging to ρ
and aˆp belonging to the local oscillator with the transmission and reflection
coefficients playing the role of the weighting prefactors. We get:
bˆp = T
∗ aˆp −R∗ aˆ,
bˆ = T aˆ+R aˆp,
with the commutator relations [bˆ, bˆ†] = |T |2 + |R|2 when assuming [aˆ, aˆp] =












Figure 4.2: Beam splitter
To set |T |2 + |R|2 = 1 therefore gives correct annihilation and creation opera-
tors and is an energy conservation restriction for a non-absorbing mirror. The
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expectation values of the number operators after passing the beam splitter are:
〈nˆ
bˆ
〉 = |T |2〈nˆaˆ〉+ |R|2|αp|2 + |TRαp| · 〈aˆeiφ + aˆ†e−iφ〉,
〈nˆ
bˆp
〉 = |R|2〈nˆaˆ〉+ |T |2|αp|2 − |TRαp| · 〈aˆeiφ + aˆ†e−iφ〉,
with αp the coherent state the pump mode aˆp was prepared in, and φ a com-
bination, φ = φT − φR − φαp , of the phases of the transmission and reflection
coefficient and the complex number αp respectively. If we first measure the
number of photons coming out in the two modes behind the beam spitter and











with, e.g., |T | = |R| = 1√
2
.
For a more accurate calculation involving imperfect photon detectors see Ref.
[41], where it is shown that even in this case one can do precise measurements
when using a strong local oscillator, e.g., αp is large. The output state and
classical information after the homodyne detection is hence a projection of the
N -mode state on the localised states of the measured mode and the output is
a Gaussian (N − 1)-mode state. To go on we will need the covariance matrix
and the displacement vectors of the, about a position x, localised state vectors.
4.2.1 Moments of the Localised States


















So |ψx,ǫ〉 is not normalised but we find∫
R
dx′〈x′|ψx,ǫ〉 = 1.
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x− x′) |〈ψx,ǫ|x′〉|2 = 0,































































〈pˆxˆ〉 = 〈xˆpˆ〉∗ = −i
2
.















(〈xˆ2〉 − 〈xˆ〉2) 2〈xˆpˆ〉 − i









This result is very convincing since for a well localised state vector |ψx,ǫ〉 with
ǫ → 0, the mean value should be x and the variance of the position should be
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small. On the other hand we expect the variance of the momentum to grow,
following the uncertainty relation. The uncertainty relation can be expressed
in terms of the covariance matrix : det γ ≥ 1 which is in our case fulfilled
for every ǫ : det γx,ǫ =
ǫ2
ǫ2
= 1. To go on we will use the covariance matrix














In the real world we can not do precise position measurements since our detec-
tors have imperfect efficiency rates and always some dark counts. If we assume
that in the limit of large numbers the measurement outcomes are approximately
Gaussian distributed the following argument is true, even when the width ǫ of
the distribution is nonzero.
Schur Complement
We may now calculate what the outcoming state’s covariance matrix is, after
realising a projection on an arbitrary Gaussian one-mode state. For ρAB a






placement ~D we have





+ i ~DT ξ
)
, with ξT = (ξTAξ
T
B) ∈ R4.
Similarly we have for the Gaussian one-mode state ω on whom we project a
covariance matrix Γω and displacement ~Dω






, with ηT = ηTB ∈ R4..
With the expansion in Eq. (2.22) the state ρ′ can be written as:



















d2ηB χρ(−ξ)χω(−ηB)WˆξA trB [WˆξBWˆηB ],
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−i( ~DTB − ~DTω )ξB
)
.
Here we realise that only projections on Gaussian states can transform all Gaus-
sian states again to Gaussian states. If the characteristic function of ω had third
powers of the variable ξ in its exponential, the characteristic function of ρ′ could
take a non-Gaussian form as well, for some Gaussian states ρ. We go on and
transform the integration variables ξB → η+C−1ξB and include a transforma-






















































−i( ~DTB − ~DTω )C−1ξB
)
and set η = −[Γω +B]−1
(
CT ξA + 2i( ~DB − ~Dω)
)
so that linear terms of ξB in









































−1( ~DB − ~Dω)
)
.
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The ξA−independent factors in χρ′ have to factor to one since the normalisation

















−iξTAC[Γω +B]−1( ~DB − ~Dω)
)
.
We find the displacement of the state after the projection to be
~D′ = ~DA − C (Γω +B)−1 ( ~DB − ~Dω) (4.2)
and the covariance matrix
Γ′ = A−C (Γω +B)−1CT . (4.3)
The new Γ′ is a combination of submatrices of Γ and is known as the Schur





, see Ref. [6]. We
will need it in the next chapter when discussing about measuring the degree of
entanglement of an unknown state.








of the localised states.



















2 + ǫ4 −b2ǫ2
−b2ǫ2 b1ǫ2 + 1
)
(b1ǫ2 + 1)(b3 + ǫ2)− ǫ2b22
.
We finally get the covariance matrix after the projection
Γ′ = A− C
(
b3ǫ
2 + ǫ4 −b2ǫ2
−b2ǫ2 b1ǫ2 + 1
)
(b1ǫ2 + 1)(b3 + ǫ2)− ǫ2b22
CT .
Since the Γx,ǫ do not really depend on x, Γ
′ is the same for every
projection on any localised state, while the displacements are
different for different projections. For ǫ → 0 the above inverse
becomes the Moore-Penrose inverse, generalising matrix inversion
to singular matrices.
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4.2.2 Projection on a Coherent State by Homodyne Measure-
ment
In the next chapter we will need an experimentally realisable setup to project
one mode of a Gaussian multimode photon state on a coherent state. To do
this projection we will use homodyne detection because experimentally it can
often be achieved perfectly while other projection strategies are not as efficient.
We discuss the case where the state ρ to be measured has two modes and
we want to project it on a coherent state of its second mode. To realise this
projection with homodyne measurements we have to find a scheme allowing us








Figure 4.3: Measurement setup
The mathematical description of this processing is done by unitaries followed
by homodyne measurements in the second and third mode.
〈ψy,ǫ|C 〈ψx,ǫ|B UˆPC UˆBSBC (ρAB ⊗ |0〉〈0|C ) Uˆ †BSBC Uˆ †PC |ψx,ǫ〉B |ψy,ǫ〉C .
With all of these ingredients being Gaussian we can identify the outcoming state
by using only the covariance matrix representation of all operations. We start










, the vacuum |0〉〈0| with CM Γ0 = 1 and
vanishing displacement (see Section 3.1). We will also need the localised states,
































and send two modes to homodyne measurement boxes. We calculate step by
step what happens on the covariance matrix and the displacement of ρ passing
this setup.
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Γ 7→ Γ′ =

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We abbreviate








1 + b3 + 2ǫ
2 −b2
−b2 1 + b1 + 2ǫ2
)
detB + b3(1 +
2
ǫ2































(1−M(B − 1)) σT






As the last step we implement a homodyne measurement on the former third
mode with the outcome y. The final displacement and covariance matrix are
given by










(1−M(B − 1)) σT
×
[













Γ(4) 7→ Γ(5) = A− CMCT − C√
2
(1−M(B − 1)) σT
×
[








Surprisingly this expression reduces to
Γ(5) = A− C [B + 1]−1 CT , (4.4)
where no ǫ appear anymore, meaning that even a huge width of a Gaussian
distributed measurement outcome is not relevant for the resulting covariance
matrix. From the covariance matrix and the displacement of the resulting state
ρ′ we can read off that it would have been the same to project the initial state
ρ on coherent state vectors |α(x, y, ǫ)〉. The complex number α depends on
the outcomes of the homodyne measurements: x and y, and on the Gaussian




To determine whether a given unknown Gaussian two-mode state is entangled
or not and how much, one can measure all entries of the covariance matrix,
i.e., ten real numbers. But since we only want to know a special property
of the state it could be that fewer measurements are necessary to answer the
same question. We propose a scheme which makes it possible to determine the
symplectic eigenvalues of the partially transposed covariance matrix with nine
measurements. In the two-mode case, where the PPT criterion is necessary and
sufficient, these symplectic eigenvalues are adequate to find out the degree of
entanglement, measured in the logarithmic negativity.
5.1 Measurement Scheme




with A,B real symmetric and C real 2× 2 matrices.





and determine a =
√
detA =
a1a3− a22. Experimentally this can be done by simple position and momentum
measurements with homodyne detection. The measurement outcomes of a posi-
tion/momentum measurement will approximately be Gaussian distributed. The
variance of the measured distribution is an estimator for the covariance matrix











so that the diagonal element A11 transforms to a
linear combination of all elements of A namely A′11 = a1 + a3 − 2a2. When
measuring the position of the transformed state one will approximately get a
Gaussian distribution with variance A′11 from which we can determine the value
of a2.
1We will use again the small covariance matrices γ. Keep in mind that the connection
between the capital and the small CM is given by Γ = σγσT .
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Step 3 Calculate and implement the local symplectic transformation which
brings A and B to their diagonal form.





with C ′ = SACSTB. The experimental setup depends on the matrices A and B
but the transformations SA and SB are generally phase shifters with variable





which should be available for every φ.
Step 4 As we saw in Subsection 4.2.2 it is possible to project a two (or more)
mode system on coherent states of its second mode using homodyne measure-
ments. Although the projections done with the proposed setup change with the
measurement outcomes of the homodyne boxes, it is always a projection on a
coherent state. The CM of the measured state changes in every case according
to
γ′ 7→ γ′′ = a1− (b+ 1)−1C ′C ′T .
giving a proper one-mode covariance matrix. Apply the projection physically.
Remark: The different displacements of the coherent states have no effect on
the covariance matrix but only on the displacement the resulting state has.





. Since γ′′ is symmetric we only
have to measure three times, one less as when measuring the non-symmetric
matrix C. Calculate the matrix C ′C ′T = (b + 1)(−γ′′ + a1) and the absolute
value of detC:
det(C ′C ′T ) = (detC ′)2 = (detSACSTB)
2
= (detC)2 = (b+ 1)2[(a− g1)(a− g3)− g22 ].
































(b+ 1)γ′′ − a1] != det γ′ = det γ.
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a 0 c 0
0 a 0 d
c 0 b 0
0 d 0 b


with a from Step 1, b (2) and c, d determined by the equations cd = detC (5)
and det γ = a2b2+ c2d2− ab(c2 + d2) (6). There is a little ambiguity in 5 since
the sign of the determinant of C is not fixed.
5.2 Determining the Degree of Entanglement
We remember that every two-mode covariance matrix can be brought to Simon
normal form only by local symplectic transformations which do not change the
degree of entanglement. The symplectic eigenvalues of the covariance matrix in





a2 + b2 + 2cd ±
√
(a2 + b2 + 2cd)2 − 4 det γ. (5.1)
To decide whether the given state γ is entangled or not we use the PPT-criterion
stating that an entangled Gaussian state must have a partial transpose which
violates the uncertainty relation for covariance matrices. The symplectic eigen-






a2 + b2 − 2cd ±
√
(a2 + b2 − 2cd)2 − 4 det γ. (5.2)
From the preceding steps we have all ingredients to determine the values of
(γSNF )1,2 and (γ
SNF )TA1,2 with the little subtlety that we do not know the sign
of cd. We first take the positive sign for detC and calculate all eigenvalues. If
all eigenvalues in Eq. (5.1) and (5.2) are greater than one, the state was not
entangled. This does not change when taking the negative sign of detC since
the eigenvalues of (γSNF )TA and γSNF then just interchange. We hence know





a 0 c 0
0 a 0 d
c 0 b 0
0 d 0 b

 or γSNF2 =


a 0 −c 0
0 a 0 d
−c 0 b 0
0 d 0 b

 .
If one of the eigenvalues was smaller than one then this eigenvalue belongs to
(γSNF )TA and the state is entangled. In fact we are able to determine the
degree of entanglement the state posses with only nine measurements instead
of ten when measuring the whole state. The exact degree of entanglement can
be calculated with Eq. (3.17)
EN (γ) = −
∑
i
min(ln γTAi , 0).
and the symplectic eigenvalues from above.
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5.3 Discussion of the Measurement Strategies
To experimentally realise a measurement is often a really expensive adventure,
but the costs could be reduced when performing less measurements. The easiest
way to determine the symplectic eigenvalues of a covariance matrix would be
to measure just all elements of the CM; that makes ten different kinds of mea-
surements. But why not learn from the available results of previous measure-
ments? As we showed in the previous steps, it is possible to get the symplectic
eigenvalues with less queries, when adjusting the strategy dependent on the in-
formation we already gained. For future work, a challenging task would be the
optimisation of such strategies. One could even try to proof how many kinds
of measurements one necessarily has to perform to determine the symplectic
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of a given state, when it is allowed to learn
during the process.
But maybe our strategy is not that good because the variances of the measured
covariance matrix entries could be worse as in the ten number case. It could be,
that when measuring all entries of the CM one has to measure every entry N10
times to get the same results and the same variances as with our nine number
idea for N9 >> N10 measurements. The energy saved when only measuring
nine instead of ten entries is then spend on more tries for every element.




3.5 0 2.5 0
0 3 0 −2.5
2.5 0 3.5 0
0 −2.5 0 3

 .
The calculated symplectic eigenvalues of the given γ are
γ1 = 2.345 γ2 = 1.732 (5.3)
and the symplectic eigenvalues of γTA are given by
γTA1 = 0.707 γ
TA
2 = 5.745, (5.4)
thus γ is entangled. To determine the entries of the covariance matrix we sim-
ulated N = 102, 103, 104, 105, 106 measurements in total. For the usual ten
number strategy we measured every entry N10 =
N
10 times, while for the nine
number strategy we measured every single quantity N9 =
N
9 times. The es-
timations of the entries of the covariance matrix where done using ten (nine)
Gaussian probability distributions, centered about zero. The variances of the
first four Gaussians where the diagonal entries of the covariance matrix γ, which
one can experimentally determine by position or momentum measurements. For
the off-diagonal entries one first has to apply phase shifters, to bring them on
the diagonal. Measuring again the position of such a transformed state gave
values for those entries. For every expectation value we took the average over
all N measurements and calculated the variance of the measurement outcomes.
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These results are the estimators for the covariance matrix entries. The whole
procedure was doneM times for M = 1000 measurements. From the estimated
covariance matrix we calculated the symplectic eigenvalues of γ and γTA , each
M times, using Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) respectively and got an estimator for
each of them. We compared the average of these measurement outcomes to the
exact values and found the following result.
With the usual ten measurements the estimation of the smallest symplectic
eigenvalue γTA1 , from which one can determine the degree of entanglement of
the Gaussian state, was a bit better. The decrease of the abberation of the
estimated symplectic eigenvalue in comparison to the exact value was approx-
imatly equal in both strategies. The standard deviation of the measured γTA1


















2 3 4 5 6 log10N
Figure 5.1: Ten Measurements versus Nine
The figure shows the standard deviation ∆γTA1 for the ten measurement strategy
(lower curve) and the nine measurement strategy (upper curve). The behaviour
of the variances for the total number of measurementsN = 102, 103, 104, 105, 106
is shown on a logarithmic scale. Unfortunately our nine measurement strategy
gives worse results than the ten measurement strategy. With increasing N the
variances of the symplectic eigenvalue γTA1 estimated with the two strategies
decreases, as it should be.
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5.4 Collective Measurements
Finally we note, that it is by no means clear that single mode measurements,
as we employed in the proposed setup, turn out to give better measurement
strategies than a measurement using more copies of a state. Sometimes it can
be useful to implement collective measurements, meaning that not only one
copy of a state is measured but two or more copies are merged and processed
together. The measurements of those multimode states could allow to further
reduce the number of queries. We often want to know only a special quantity
composed of entries of the covariance matrix. In this case, with collective
measurements it is indeed possible to reduce the number of measurements, as
the following example shows.







We are interested in the determinant of A + B and would naively
measure the three entries of each matrix A and B. Employing collec-
tive measurements instead could give the desired determinant with
only three measurements, as the following strategy shows. Take two
copies of a state with covariance matrix γ and apply a beam splitter


















A C 0 0
CT B 0 0
0 0 A C



























2 CT B +A B −A −√2 C√
2 C B −A B +A √2 C
0 −√2 CT √2 CT 2 B

 .
We can just measure the three entries of the principal matrix B+A,
where for the offdiagonal entry of B + A one has to implement an
additional π4−phase shifter on the second mode. With these three
measurements we can calculate the determinant without knowing
what the independent values of A and B are. We hence saved half
of the costs with just a little trick.
Chapter 6
Entanglement Witnesses
We explain how separability can be formulated on covariance matrix level and
introduce the advantageous concept of entanglement witnesses (EW). We pro-
pose a scheme to efficiently estimate the degree of entanglement of an unknown
state by realisable experimental measurements. Global reference is the script
on Gaussian states, Ref. [42], to be published.
6.1 Separability
We review some basic properties of covariance matrices and formulate another
separability criterion on the CMs. First, we recall the definition of separability
of states and extend it to M parties.
Definition 6.1 (Separability) A state ρ is separable with respect to M par-
ties iff it can be written (or approximated, e.g., in trace norm), with probabilities
pi ≥ 0 and
∑
i pi = 1 and proper density matrices ρ
(j)







i ⊗ . . .⊗ ρ(M)i ,
that is, the closed convex hull of the M -product states.
Fortunately the separability of states can be formulated on the level of their
covariance matrices with the following theorem, proved in Ref. [45].
Theorem 6.1 (Separability of CMs) Let γ be the covariance matrix of a
state ρ, which is separable with respect to M parties. Then there exist proper
covariance matrices γ(1), . . . , γ(M) corresponding to the M parties, such that
γ ≥ γ(1) ⊕ . . .⊕ γ(M).
Conversely, if this condition is satisfied, then the Gaussian state with covariance
matrix γ is separable. If the stated relation is fulfilled by a CM we will name
the covariance matrix itself separable with respect to the M parties.
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all ρi are M -product states and with probabilities pi ≥ 0,
∑
i pi = 1. For γ
covariance matrix and ~d displacement vector of the state ρ it is














i)(j) and ~di the first moments of the ρi.










l − 2dkdl is a positive definite


















pi |(~v, ~di)|2 − 2|(~v, ~d)|2

























pi |(~v, ~di)|2(1− pi) ≥ 0.
Thus it is indeed possible to find a direct sum of proper covariance matrices




























with an arbitrary positive matrix ∆ and λ a (classical) normalised, about zero
centred Gaussian probability distribution in R2N with covariance matrix ∆2 :
λ(η) = N e−ηT 1∆η,




(j) and vanishing displacement. The expansion of ω
then reads
ω =
1
(2π)N
∫
d2N ξ e−
ξT σ[
⊕M
j=1 γ
(j)]σT ξ
4 Wˆξ
